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Abstract: Optimization is important, both as a mathematical method, and as a general, 

descriptive and analytical perspective on human activity. However, taking a formal, 

mathematical approach to teaching optimization will leave out the majority of learners who do 

not have the necessary calculus training. We present a pilot study of OptimizerSpace, a CSCL-

tool designed to elicit students’ intuitive ideas and strategies for optimization, and to enable 

teachers to easily facilitate classroom discussions about them. 
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Introduction: Optimization and challenges 
A large number of human activities can be thought of as searching for optimal solutions in a big landscape; 

foraging for food, or generally solving many-dimensional problems in which the result of a particular set of actions 

yield a more or less stable result (Wright, 1932). Consequently, optimization could be productively used as a 

framing device across curriculum in school settings. Optimization traditionally relies on calculus, but in our 

national curriculum, calculus is only taught in high school electives. We therefore need to think of alternative 

approaches in which we draw on students’ intuitive ideas (Smith et al, 1994) and use non-formal representations 

(Sherin, 2000). As one such approach, we present a pilot study of OptimizerSpace, a computer-supported 

collaborative learning tool, that we designed to help teachers elicit students’ intuitive ideas about optimization 

and discuss these ideas collectively in the classroom. In this poster, we show that being able to easily access 

students’ different optimization approaches was useful for collaborative reflection and learning in the classroom. 

Figure 1. Left: OptimizerSpace Teacher View. Right: The eight functions that students worked with. 

OptimizerSpace and pilot Study 
The purpose of OptimizerSpace is to provide a shared reflection space for students to think about optimization. 

OptimizerSpace provides a simple data API that accepts a JSON object containing an activity ID, the name of the 

student(s) who submitted the datapoint, and an X/Y-value pair, or X/Y/Z-value triplet. OptimizerSpace then 

provides a teacher view [Figure 1, left] that lets the teacher quickly scroll through students’ submissions. Students 

can work through assignments that relate to optimization, and the teacher can show and discuss how each student 

approached the optimization task. In this pilot, we tested OptimizerSpace in conjunction with learning activities 

built in Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999). We collaborated on designing the unit, spanning six hours divided into four 

lessons, with a math teacher with 10+ years of teaching experience. 30 students from a science-focused high 

school class, aged 16-18, took part in the pilot study.  

OptimizerSpace: Eliciting, identifying and discussing intuitive strategies 
To briefly contextualize, we want to mention that during lesson 1, we introduced students to optimization with a 

simple pen and paper activity. In Lesson 2, students were given a NetLogo model with 8 mathematical functions 

with one parameter in a Cartesian space [Figure 1, Right]. For each function, students were given five attempts in 

which they could click the Cartesian space and get a Y-value for the corresponding X-value, and in their sixth 
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 attempt they had to click where they thought the optimum of the function was located. Each student click was 

sent to OptimizerSpace. Students had not initially been introduced to formal optimization strategies like 

exploration or exploitation. However, we saw that students intuitively took a variety of approaches to optimizing 

functions that resemble these strategies. Below, we present an episode during a classroom discussion of students’ 

solution to function 5 - a sine wave with four local optima and a global slope [Figure 1, right, 5]. 

 

 
Figure 2. (Left) Anders’ and Tobias’ approaches to optimizing function 5. (Right) The NetLogo interface where 

students were optimizing the eight functions. Five “guesses” have been placed here. 

 

As students had finished their assignments, the teacher used OptimizerSpace to scroll through their solutions to 

the function, and quickly found one that was successful and one that was not. OptimizerSpace shows the order of 

“guesses” and because of this, it is possible for students and the teacher to reconstruct what happened.  In Figure 

2 left, we visualize Anders’ and Tobias’ approaches to optimizing the function: They both used their first four 

guesses to explore the full space, and even relatively close to each other’s guesses. In their second to last guess, 

they took different strategies: Anders explored the largest space (between his 1 and 2), whereas Tobias exploited 

that his 1 and 2 were the highest he had found and put his fifth guess between them. Consequently, this led Anders 

to incorrectly believe that the global maximum was near the first peak of the function, whereas Tobias gathered 

enough information to exploit it again, and get very close to the global maximum in his final guess. Anders insisted 

that he had just been unlucky, but the teacher used the contrasting cases of Anders and Tobias to facilitate a 

collaborative learning experience: By being able to show a concrete example of a students’ optimization process, 

it was possible to discuss when to change from exploring to exploiting, and this in turn fed into a larger discussion 

throughout the unit on how optimization is a process of making increasingly educated guesses.  

Conclusion and future work 
OptimizerSpace allows a teacher to easily view and show students’ solutions to optimization problems, and it 

helps students walk the classroom through their thinking and strategizing during classroom discussions. By 

facilitating the sharing of students’ optimization approaches, OptimizerSpace creates a productive and 

collaborative reflection process and helps identify concrete examples of what is difficult about optimization. The 

simple interface (both visual and API) of OptimizerSpace makes it easy to work with, and the simple visualizations 

can engage students’ naïve, yet productive intuitions about optimization. While this is very early work, we believe 

that our pilot showed that OptimizerSpace can enable collaborative classroom learning through sharing and 

visualizing students’ strategies. In future work, we will use OptimizerSpace to explore learner strategies in more 

sophisticated optimization problems in both formal educational settings, and in museums and citizen science 

settings. 
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